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Localization and Mapping

Scene Understanding

Trajectory Planning and Control

Human Interaction

Where am I ?

Where/who/what/why of 
everyone/everything else ?

Where should I go next ? 
How do I steer and accelerate ?

How do I convey my intent to the 
passenger and everyone else ?



Perception
Sensors: specifications, placement and data



Inertial Measurement Unit

Razor IMU from Sparkfun
28 mm

41 
mm

An Inertial Measurement 
Unit (IMU) provides 
acceleration, velocity and 
attitude measurements.

"̇ = $
$̇ = %
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Inertial Measurement Unit:

ROLL

YAW

PITCH

X

Z

Y
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Inertial Measurement Unit

Razor IMU from Sparkfun

•Three gyroscopes measure the 
roll, pitch and yaw of the car. 
•Three accelerometers measure 

the linear and rotational 
acceleration of the car. 
•Three magnetometers
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Inertial Measurement Unit: Placement
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IMU: ROS message
# File: sensor_msgs/Imu.msg
# This is a message to hold data from an IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit)
# Accelerations should be in m/s^2 (not in g's), and rotational velocity should be in rad
/sec

Header header

geometry_msgs/Quaternion orientation
float64[9] orientation_covariance # Row major about x, y, z axes

geometry_msgs/Vector3 angular_velocity
float64[9] angular_velocity_covariance # Row major about x, y, z axes

geometry_msgs/Vector3 linear_acceleration
float64[9] linear_acceleration_covariance # Row major x, y z
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LIDAR

50 mm

50
 m

m

70mm

Depth information (how far are 
objects and obstacles around me)
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LIDAR



Distance to obstacle = (speed of light * time traveled)/2
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270 degrees horizontal field 
of view

Step 0
Step 1079 Step 1

Step kStep k+1

Angular resolution 0.25 degrees

Range

10m

Hokuyo UST-10LX
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LIDAR: a simple scan sequence

TOP VIEW

Moving 
person

Whiteboard

What LIDAR 
“sees”

LIDAR 13





LIDAR: ROS message structure
# File: sensor_msgs/LaserScan.msg

Header header # timestamp in the header is the acquisition time of
# the first ray in the scan.

float32 angle_min # start angle of the scan [rad]
float32 angle_max # end angle of the scan [rad]
float32 angle_increment # angular distance between measurements [rad]

float32 time_increment # time between measurements [seconds]
float32 scan_time # time between scans [seconds]

float32 range_min # minimum range value [m]
float32 range_max # maximum range value [m]

float32[] ranges # range data [m] (Note: values < range_min or > range_max

# should be discarded)
float32[] intensities # intensity data [device-specific units].
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Array ranges[1080]: ranges[i] is distance measurement of (i+1)st step.
Measurements beyond the min and max range (like inf) should be discarded.





Localization
Know (where is) thyself: 



Localization

??
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Localization 

• Determine the state (position and orientation) of a robot 
with respect to the environment

• Localization can be within a global frame of a map, or 
relative to one’s starting point

• Key component of all methods in the course moving forward!





Global positioning system

2-10m error!

Need 2-10cm error



Need decimeter level accuracy





Dead 
Reckoning

For 
Localization



dead reckoning
estimating the value of any variable 
quantity by using an earlier value and 
adding whatever changes have occurred in 
the meantime

"deduced reckoning,"

"dead ahead," reckoning

word “dead”: “of water, ‘still, standing,



Odometry -Wheel Encoders



Odometry -Wheel Encoders
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Motion Integration

Odometry: Start at known pose and integrate control and 
motion measurements to estimate the current pose
• Integrate dynamics using information from VESC, wheel 

encoders, IMU, etc. 
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Motion Integration

Odometry: Start at known pose and integrate control and 
motion measurements to estimate the current pose
• Integrate dynamics using information from VESC, wheel 

encoders, IMU, etc. 

(credit: Luca Carlone, MIT 6.141/16.405) 
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Motion Integration

Odometry: Start at known pose and integrate control and 
motion measurements to estimate the current pose
• Integrate dynamics using information from VESC, wheel 

encoders, IMU, etc. 

• Odometry = open loop estimation = error increases over time

(credit: Luca Carlone, MIT 6.141/16.405) 
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Motion Integration

Odometry = open loop estimation = error increases over time

Let’s say we start here →
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Motion Integration

Odometry = open loop estimation = error increases over time

Let’s say we start here →

Notice how 
uncertainty 
increases →
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Beyond odometry

• Using odometry for localization is known as “dead reckoning” in 
aircraft and maritime navigation

• How do we utilize that information, such as range sensor 
measurements to localize?



How can we know where we are with 10cm
level accuracy ?

??























Localization
And
Scan Matching























Scan Matching 



Odometry with LIDAR

• Odometry = Estimation of position !, #, $ and attitude %, &, '

• In what follows, will use “position” as short for “position and 
attitude”
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LIDAR for odometry: 
Scan matching

Left Wall Right Wall
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Scan 1

Left Wall Right Wall
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LIDAR for odometry: 
Scan matching



LIDAR for odometry: Scan 1

x

World reference 
frame

Car reference 
frame

A1

y
y

x
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LIDAR for odometry: Scan 1
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World reference 
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World reference 
frame

Car reference 
frame

A1

x

y y

x
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x

World reference 
frame

Car reference 
frame

A1

y

x
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World reference 
frame

Car reference 
frame

A1

Premise: 
most likely car 
position at 
Scan 2 is the 
position that 
gives best 
overlap 
between the 
two scenes

x

y y

x
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World reference 
frame

Car reference 
frame

A1

Matching

x

y y

x
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y

x

World reference 
frame
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Scan matching: optimization

S2

S1

Measure of match

Impact coordinates of ith step in world frame

Total of n steps (n = 1084)

y

x
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